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Once I said: My life is a boogie
And: I know who I am
And I was down to reality
A hunry girl loves the jam

Well, all will be changed
So let's get on board
When it's getting better
Let's thank the Lord

Ooh, baby, we went for now
Took care of the news
By the way we were in and out of studios

Sometimes we're living in a madhouse
But we can sing a song
I wanna get a good, good feeling
Now and forever, so come on

We need nothing but love
In one world
Love is gold, yeah, yeah

Ooh, baby, we went for now
Took care of the news
By the way we were in and out of studios

All will be changed
Let's get on board
When it's getting better
Let's thank the Lord
What is coming next
When dreams come true
It's like sailing
On a Rockship with you

Ooh, baby, let's go for now
And take care of the news
By the way we are in and out of studios